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YOUR
DENTIST

DR THINUS VAN NIEKERK

 Being an avid sportsman and outdoor adventure enthusiast, 
Dr van Niekerk spends his time away from the surgery either in 
search of the perfect single-track, scuba diving the reefs on the 

north coast, or planning his next trip into Africa.

YOUR DENTAL
THERAPIST
NERISSA GOVENDER

As a mother of two beautiful girls, Nerissa has a heart for people 
and is passionate at what she does. It is however her prowess in 
the art of teeth whitening that has earned her the title “Queen 
of Zoom”.



DR VAN NIEKERK ATTENDING A MASTER COURSE IN AESTHETIC IMPLANT 
DENTISTRY USING MICRO-SURGICAL AND MICRO-SUTURING TECHNIQUES

 REYKJAVIK, ICELAND





MODERN
CLEAN &
PEACEFUL

When Dr Thinus van Niekerk established The 
Cosmetic and Dental Emporium Ballito in 
2012, he had a vision to create something 
unique. Alongside renowned interior 
designer, Rouxda Grobler, they smashed 
ideas together and created a modern, 
sophisticated, yet welcoming environment.



Having served the Ballito community for several 
years we now have a loyal following that includes 
moms and dads, toddlers and grandparents, some of 
SA’s revered artists, actors and architects, musicians, 
athletes and politicians.





EXPERIENCE
A DENTAL
REVOLUTION

Our aim is to make your experience as 
pleasant as possible and to set a new 
standard in individualised patient care. 
By incorporating the latest in modern 
technology, a transparent goal-oriented 
workflow and friendly service – we offer 
everything needed to get you smiling time 
and again.



Life affords us opportunities to create. We 
bring to life an imagining - an idea. We 
mould and we shape. We add colour and 
texture. We get to transform the big picture 
by paying attention to the finer details.

LIVING
EXCELLENCE





Have your new tooth digitally designed, milled with 

the latest CEREC® technology and expertly stained 

and glazed in an hour. All done while you enjoy a 

cup of Ballito's finest tea/coffee and watching your 

favourite series or movie.

DIGITAL DENTISTRY

At the heart of reconstructive dentistry lies 

dental implants, offering treatment solutions 

where before there were none. From single tooth 

replacements to full mouth rehabilitation - we are 

geared to get you smiling again.

IMPLANT DENTISTRY

We offer the best in modern orthodontics, treating 

faster and more accurate than ever before. We are 

a registered Damon® Orthodontics clinic offering 

both metal and clear braces. We also offer lingual 

braces and Invisalign® clear aligner treatment.

ORTHODONTICS

Continually at the center of all things facial 

aesthetics. Pioneering new combination 

treatments, bringing international brands and 

techniques to a welcoming South African following.

 FACIAL AESTHETICS

WE OFFER
COMPREHENSIVE 
SOLUTIONS



DENTAL
IMPLANTS
MIND THE GAP

Maybe you were simply born with it… A gap? Maybe you won the trophy but lost your four front teeth in 
last weekend’s polo tournament? Or maybe you would like to say farewell to a removable denture and get 
something more solid? We specialise in restoring your smile by offering solutions to suit your needs and your 
pocket.

Dental Implants have revolutionised the world of reconstructive dentistry. We see firsthand how people’s lives are transformed when 
we incorporate dental implants into their treatment plans. Dental implants give us the ability to build solid foundations, whether 
we are replacing a single tooth in a smile, or whether we are reconstructing a complete compliment of teeth. The design of dental 
implants are continuously evolving, materials are improving and new methods of treatment are devised. We are at the forefront of it 
all and are proud to offer you the best from the world of implant dentistry.

At The Cosmetic and Dental Emporium, Ballito, we use Straumann® Dental Implants. With the companies’ roots in Swiss precision 
engineering and clinical excellence, Straumann® are renowned for their exceptional quality and reliability. It is the most extensively 
researched and documented implant system in the world. For more than half a century, Straumann® has been driven by research 
and innovation. Having adopted a pioneering role in implantology, the company is a leading global contributor to research and 
development in this field and is the only implant system to be recommended by the International Team for Implantology (ITI).





ORTHODONTIC
TREATMENT
EMBRACE YOUR SMILE

Because you deserve a beautiful smile. Whether you have been dreaming of having a beautiful smile for thirty 
years or whether you are only 12 years old, there is a beautiful smile waiting to be uncovered and it all starts 
here – getting them straight!

Orthodontic treatment will get your teeth straight and give you the smile you deserve – no doubt! But it does so much more than 
that. Orthodontics focuses on the development of your whole jaw system and aims to guide and correct both the jaw relation as well 
as straightening your teeth. It also improves and encourages breathing through your nose and favourably adjusts your bite which 
means that teeth last longer since they are used ‘correctly’. One of our favourite benefits of orthodontic treatment is the improved 
side-on profiles and increased vertical facial height that our patients enjoy.

At The Cosmetic and Dental Emporium, Ballito, we use the Damon® Orthodontic System. The Damon® System has revolutionised 
the world of orthodontics – it’s a whole new way of treating patients. Traditional treatment often requires removal of healthy teeth 
and the use of palatal expanders to create space. This approach is uncomfortable, takes longer, and will leave a narrower arch and 
flat facial profile. Smiles treated with the Damon® System are full, natural, 10-tooth smiles achieved with light biologically-sensible 
forces, that are specifically designed to improve the overall facial features of each patient.





SMILE
MAKE-OVER
RE-BRAND YOURSELF

Don’t settle for a smile that doesn’t make you feel amazing! Ceramic Veneers can change the colour, shape 
and length of your teeth and completely transform your smile!

If you have teeth that appear too small, uneven, chipped, or have dark stains, ceramic veneers may be a great choice for you. Ceramic 
veneers are thin shells of porcelain that are placed over the front surfaces of teeth, giving them a clean, even, and natural appearance. 
With the ability to change the colour and shape of your teeth, ceramic veneers provide true freedom to create the smile of your 
dreams. At The Cosmetic and Dental Emporium in Ballito, we partner with the world’s top ceramicists to create custom-made 
ceramic laminates that will correct the form, appearance and function of discoloured or misshapen teeth.

At The Cosmetic and Dental Emporium, Ballito, we also offer single visit crowns. Perhaps you have a large fractured filling, a tooth 
that had a root canal treatment, or maybe your tooth is discoloured and you want to improve the appearance. You may also have a 
busy schedule at work (or the golf course) and can’t spend hours at the dentist. So, we think it’s time to consider CEREC® ceramic 
crowns – prepared, crafted and fitted in one appointment!





LOVE YOUR 
SMILE AGAIN

Discoloured teeth got you down? Yeah, I get it. Perhaps you’ve worked as a barista for years to support a 
heavy coffee addiction or maybe you like celebrating the weekend with a couple of glasses of Pinotage at 
Ray’s Kitchen! Or you’ve just quit smoking but get reminded everyday of it from the dark pigment left on your 
teeth! Let’s talk about professional ways to brighten up that smile once again! It’s under there…I promise!

Your lifestyle appears on your teeth; years of drinking coffee, tea, soda, or red wine, as well as smoking, can darken your teeth. Let us 
put the sparkle back into your smile! The Cosmetic and Dental Emporium’s whitening service in San Hall Office Park, Ballito is both 
easy and non-invasive, and can remove years of stain and colour from your teeth in a single, one-hour treatment.

After an examination and cleaning have already been completed at The Cosmetic and Dental Emporium, we will prepare you for 
a whitening procedure by having you brush with Sensodyne toothpaste for one week prior to the whitening. This toothpaste will 
help to relieve any sensitivity, which may be a short-term result of the professional whitening. A hydrogen peroxide solution gel will 
be carefully and evenly applied to your teeth, taking careful precautions to avoid the gums which will be covered by a block-out 
resin. The solution will be left on the teeth for 15 minute intervals while a blue light will be applied to activate the gel. The gel is then 
washed away. Usually after three intervals of 15 minutes your teeth will have whitened three to four levels on the shade guide! A 
fourth interval may be done if necessary. So, get your sunglasses on! It’s time to shine!





WE ARE INTENTIONAL 
ABOUT SAVING

THE  ENVIRONMENT

A regular dental practice may use 
up to 340 kiloliters of water every 

year. Conventional printers and x-ray 
developer units use harsh chemicals 

that are difficult the recycle and store.
At The Cosmetic and Dental Emporium 
Ballito we make use of a high-tech, dry 

suction system which uses no water 
and collects all heavy metals instead of 
discarding it as waste. Our radiographs 

and photographs are digital, which 
reduces waste and speeds up workflow. 

Our patient records are collected 
digitally and kept safe in the cloud.  

These are some of the finer things 
we think are important in creating 

sustainable environments. 



WE PARTNER WITH TECHNOLOGY

Ergonomical, intelligent chair design. 

Class-leading portable laser equipment. 3D 

radiography units that deliver crisp images. 

Just some of the reason we love and support 

Sirona Dentsply.

SIRONA
Every frame needs to be on-point, sharp and in 

focus. No time for second takes. Our workflow 

demands excellent communication between 

dentist and technician, which is why we rely 

on Canon to deliver top quality images.

CANON
It is only logical that we should align ourselves 

with a powerhouse in product excellence. 

Every keystroke, swipe and double-tap adds 

pleasure to our days and delivers a patient 

experience unlike any other.

APPLE



LOVEYOURSMILE



YOUR SMILE
YOUR BRAND
It is so easy to invest ourselves in our daily business, our hobbies and our children, but often we neglect investing 

in ourselves. We live life in a compromised state of stiff-upper-lip, hand-covered smiles - pretending it does not 

exist, believing it's not having an impact and subliminally locking away a piece of ourselves. You naturally exude an 

energy which conveys confidence, vibrance and a zest for life. Your eyes tell the story and your smile sets the tone. 

When you then invest in your smile, you invest in your brand and you unlock your full potential.IM
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Suite 29, San Hall Office Park, 1 Kirsty Close, Ballito, 4420 
Phone: +27 (32) 586-3284 Phone: +27 (32) 586-0767 

ballito@thecde.co.za | www.ballitodentist.co.za


